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INTRODUCTION

MODEL DEFINITIONS INFLUENCE ON FUEL SAVING COST FUNCTION

PROBLEM STATEMENT
INFLUENCE ON FUEL SAVING COST FUNCTION

RESULTS
CONCLUSION

• The non-linear model incorporates a non-linear
degradation cost function which is expressed as
an empirical relation between power flow and
capacity, thereby making it feasible for plug
and play operations during cost analysis in
power system applications.
• The paper proves the convexity of the related

models which holds till the Ragone parameter
(a") increases to the order of 10-6. The non-
linear model was tested on a load demand data
set which spans over a period of 24 hours for
two different seasons.
• It was concluded that compared to the generic

model without incorporating cost of
degradation and intermittent renewable
generation, the fuel cost savings increased
drastically for both the test cases under
consideration. The model thus provides a more
accurate estimate of daily cost savings when
compared to the generic stochastic techniques
of economy dispatch under cell degradation.
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OBJECTIVE: OVERALL FUEL COST MINIMIZATION
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A non-linear convex cost model for economic dispatch in microgrids

• The micro-grid is a complicated interconnect
of physical entities with functionalities such
as generation resources, energy storage and
control systems.

• Economic dispatch can be defined as a
process to retrieve generation in a microgrid
at minimum cost

• Techno-economic feasibility is judged by the 
economic dispatch of the diesel generators in 
the grid under operational constraints. 

Sample Power Flow Constraints
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Objective Cost Function for Battery Constraints

Objective Cost Function for Renewable Generation

Constraints

Diesel Generator
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Due to underdischarge, 
the capacity falls

Due to undercharge, the capacity falls
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This leads to varying discharge efficiency

This leads to varying charging efficiency

The function becomes non linear due to 
varying efficiencies!!

Objective Cost Function for Battery

Solutions??

Ensemble techniques
Genetic Algorithms

Stochastic Optimization

Sub-Optimal

Objective Cost Function for Battery

This makes the fuel minimization
objective non linear
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Convex!!

Ragone plots state that they are 
convex under operating conditions

Concave!!

We thus prove that the
function is convex under
operating conditions

Convex!!

Can there exist optimal solutions to such economic 
dispatch problems which encourage energy storage with 

zero optimality gap? If they exist, what are the 
conditions for them to exist? How do we solve those 

optimization problems?

Non Linear 
Constraints

Non Linearity 

Intermittent 
Generation

Algorithm:ADMM

Power Flow Profiles for SummerPower Flow Profiles for Winter

Algorithm:ADMM

Algorithm:ADMM

ENERGY STORAGE DYNAMICS:AVAILABLE CAPACITY

ENERGY STORAGE DYNAMICS:VARIABLE EFFICIENCY

ALGORITHM AND SOLUTIONS TO TEST CASES:POWER FLOW PROFILES

ALGORITHM AND SOLUTIONS TO TEST CASES:COST REDUCTION

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Algorithm:ADMM

SOLUTIONS TO TEST CASES:POWER FLOW PROFILESALGORITHM

ALGORITHM AND SOLUTIONS TO TEST CASES:COST REDUCTION

Discharging CostCharging Cost
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Notations Description

"+'* Variable representing power flow from the diesel generator to the load at any instant (kW)

"%&'* Variable representing power flow from the PV array to the load at any instant (kW)

"%&'() Variable representing power flow from the PV array to the energy storage device at any instant 

(kW)

"()'* Variable representing power flow from the energy storage device to the load at any instant 

(kW)

All figures show trends of seasonality as 
reflected in the dataset!
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